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Abstract 
A novel technique for measurement of high intensity focused ultrasound output power of a transducer was introduced in this 
study. A needle point hydrophone, which was fixed in the pre-focal region of the transducer by a scanning system, was used to 
measure the acoustic pressure in both amplitude and phase. By using sound pressure method, the predicated power at pocus was 
calculated and compared with the actual measured one. It was found that the uncertainty between the measured and calculated 
acoustic power was about 10%. The near field measurement method is applicable to the evaluation of the focused transducer, and 
it can avoid the damage to measuring equipment of direct measurement. 
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1 Introduction 
High intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) has been developed rapidly in recent years, especially in medical field. 
The ultrasonic wave could been converged to human tissue, and lesions in vivo are took treatment by cavitation, 
mechanical effects, thermal effects of ultrasonic wave, while other normal tissue does not been damaged. 
The main parameters to descript focused ultrasound field are acoustic pressure, acoustic power, and acoustic focal 
region etc. Acoustic field of HIFU has three characteristics: First, the acoustic pressure is very large at focus. It is 
likely to cause the medium cavitation. And the sensor may be damaged due to the rupture of cavitation bubbles. 
Second, the energy is concentrated at focus region. It will cause the increase of the temperature of the measurement 
devices. Last, the focal region is small. Because of the limitation of small size, better measurement systems (such as 
high precision and high stability) are required. Therefore, it is a  challenge to measure the acoustic field of a HIFU 
transducer precisely without breaking the hydrophone[1]. 
Near-field measurement[2,3] can solve the problem of HIFU acoustic field measurement as an indirect method. It 
moves the measurement area to pre-focal region instead of focal region, and get the field distribution of focal region 
by sound propagation theory. So that, the using hydrophone could be protected. In this study, we conducted research 
on measurement system and acoustic power evaluation of focused transducer based on near-field measurement. 
2 Basic theory of near-field measurements 
Acoustic propagation is expressed by Helmholtz equation In an ideal fluid medium: 
                                                                         022   PkP                                                                        ˄1˅ 
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where  is the Laplace operator, P is the acoustic pressure. 
The response of point source can been called Green's functions in equation (1) in certain boundary and initial 
conditions, represented by ),( rrG c : 
                                                      )(4),(2),(2 rrrrGkrrG c cc SG                                                          ˄2˅ 
where )( rr cG  is the Dirac pulse function, r and rc are coordinates of spatial points.  
The distribution of acoustic field can been obtained with a known point source acoustic field by following 
equation: 
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where n is the outward normal 
In the static fluid, without considering reflection and fluid boundary, boundary condition is 0),(  crrG , with the 
derivation of ),( rrG c : 
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With those conditions, equation (3) is simplified to: 
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where 2)(2)(2)( zzyyxxr ccc , ),,( zyxP   is acoustic pressure at an arbitrary point in space; ),,( zyxP ccc  is 
measurement acoustic pressure. 
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The equation (6) can been calculated  with fourier transform : 
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 c  is the Fourier transform of the spread factor. 
It shows that, any wave surface can be decomposed into different directions ( zyx kkk ,, ) superposition of plane 
waves propagation. The wavefront at a time can be calculated by the wavefront at another time, whether it is a 
question of forward problem (calculate acoustic field by the source) or inverse problem (rebuild source by the 
acoustic field), which is the principle of the near-field measurement method. 
Calculation of acoustic power and other parameters are based on the unified standard IEC 62127-1: 
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where P  the acoustic prediction pressure, U  is the density of the liquid medium, c  is the speed of sound, S  is the 
calculation area.  
It can obtain that as following with further derivation: 
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Thus, the acoustic power at focus can been predicted. It is emphasized that: HIFU is nonlinear in the process of 
communication, which will affect the acoustic intensity distribution, but does not change the total acoustic power. 
Therefore,it can still get the total  acoustic power based on near-field measurement. 
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Fig.1. Measurement system diagram 
As shown in Fig.1, a signal generated by Signal Generator was amplified, and then excited a focused transducer. 
A hydrophone is mounted on three-dimensional mechanical mechanism which was controlled by a computer. The 
ultrasound signals detected by the hydrophone were shown by Digital Oscilloscope and saved by the computer[4].  
To avoid the effect of acoustic reflection , input signal was burst pulse signal which had both the pulse nature and 
a stable state. The valid signal was extracted before the arrival of the echo signal, so that the influence of the 
reflection signal was ignored[5]. 
4 Analysis of the Experimental Data and Results 
The work frequency of transducer is 750kHz. Firstly, we find the focus through moving Hydrophone.Then 
A plane was measured 10mm in front of focus. In order to contain most of the acoustic energy, the measurement 
area in front of focus is mmmm 2020 u ,the measurement  interval is 0.5mm; the measurement area at focus 
is mmmm 1010 u ,the measurement  interval is 0.2mm.   
In this experiment, the acoustic pressure output at the measuring point is close to sinusoidal because of the 
output of the acoustic power output not big enough. Therefore, the energy of higher harmonics can be ignored.  In 
order to verify the calculation theory of near field acoustic holography in computing sound field distribution in 
focus , the measurement pressure 10mm  in front of focus were used to compute the measurement pressure at focus 
through  equation (1), predicted distribution of acoustic pressure  and  measured distribution of acoustic pressure at 
focus are as shown in Fig.2., and the focal diameter is 2.4mm when the pressure dropping 0.5 times was seemed as 
boundary value: 
a  
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Fig.2. (a): measured distribution of acoustic pressure 10mm in front of focus;(b) measured distribution of acoustic pressure at focus; (c) 
prediction distribution of acoustic pressure at focus  
The prediction error of acoustic pressure and acoustic power are as shown in Table1˖ 
Table 1. prediction error of acoustic pressure and acoustic power 
Distance of measurement plane to focus(mm) 10 
Acoustic pressure error˄%˅ 6.98 
Acoustic power error˄%˅ 5.87 
As shown in Fig.2. and Table1., the prediction acoustic pressure distribution is seem as the measurement pressure 
distribution , and the calculation error is within 10%. At the time of the experiment, we need to pay attention to the 
following: First, The distance of measurement plane should not be far from the focus; Second, the distance should 
not be close to the transducer surface, what will affect the acceptance of the hydrophone. 
5 Conclusion 
It is a novel technique that acoustic power measurement and evaluation of HIFU based on acoustic filed 
measurement in pre-focal region. Since acoustic intensities in the pre-focal region are much lower than on the focus 
for a high power transducer, the damage to measurement devices, especially hydrophones, can be reduced, and 
results will become more reliable. 
The current measurement results have a certain limitation because of ignoring the non-linear impact, and we will 
further carry out the nonlinear measurement under high intensity. 
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